Application form
for the 1st International IT-ONLINE Competition 
«PREMIUM ART 2021»
March 25-29 2021, Kazan
(the application form is to be submitted to  colibri-um@mail.ru)
 
	Completed application forms are received:
	on the competition website
	via e-mail in the suggested version in MS Word 


One application form should contain the information about all participants from the represented institution. 
Each line must contain information about one participant. 
The application form is filled out in the green area. After filling it out, please, save it and send it to us by email. There is no need to remove the template.
Attention! It is forbidden to combine lines, change fonts, sizes and colours.  



№


Last and first name of the participant 
or team name

Program of performance


Genre and age categories


The sending organisation

Last and First name, patronymic
of the supervisor
(concertmaster)

Contact 
information

member profile in any social network
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Pop vocal
10 - 12 years
Municipal budgetary general education institution of supplementary education for children "Children's Art School" Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

Antonova Nina Anatolyevna
89039876543   
HYPERLINK "mailto:dshi@mail.ru" dshi@mail.ru  
HYPERLINK "mailto:antonova@mail.ru" antonova@mail.ru
35-108 Portovaya st., Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, 420108
to Antonova Nina Anatolyevna


2.
The Ensemble "Stars"
"Water of Life"

Modern dance 
12 - 15 years

Municipal budgetary general education institution of supplementary education for children "Children's Art School" Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

Mikhailova Rose Valeryevna
89039876543  
HYPERLINK "mailto:dshi@mail.ru" dshi@mail.ru 
HYPERLINK "mailto:mikhailova@mail.ru" mikhailova@mail.ru
35-108 Portovaya st., Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, 420108
to Antonova Nina Anatolyevna



 

Column # 2 - specify only the first and the last name of the participant or the name of the team (this information will be used when printing the certificate);
Column # 3 - specify only the title of the work performed;
Column # 4 - specify the genre and age categories according to the competition regulations;
Column # 5 - specify the full name of the institution, country, region, city or village (the information will be used when printing the certificate) 
Column # 6 - specify the full name of the supervisor (the information will be used when printing the certificate)
Column # 7 - specify the phone number, e-mail addresses of the institution and the supervisor. Attention! If the postal address is mentioned, only printed certificates will be sent to the specified address by Russian Post.               

